2010 SARAS – PARENT’S FEEDBACK

It’s probably just a touch less hectic for you now that the SARAS program is done for the Summer 2010. Congratulations to you and all your colleagues at the Stony Brook Health Sciences Center on keeping our daughter, Sonia, and all other (one hundred fifteen or so) participants interested and engaged in introductory learning of various health sciences topics for three weeks! Not an easy task by any means!

From Sonia’s comments to us, we learned that she found the program very useful particularly in learning what a range of medical specialty subjects/fields were all about, from theoretical point of view, and sometimes, from hands-on point of view, thru the lectures and demonstrations. Perhaps, more importantly (and as a parent of a teenager you yourself will relate to this as well), she also found the program very effective in social learning – connecting with students from other schools and making some new friends! And of course, she thoroughly enjoyed the lunch each day!

As parents of a teenager (who is trying to find her aptitude for college education), we think a program like SARAS is of great value for the broad field of medicine/health sciences. We have not heard of any other program that provides the basic tools and exposure to prospective college students to begin to figure out whether or not the field of medicine is for them. Towards that end, we commend you, Dr. Srinivas, and your colleagues, and the higher up administrators for creating and continuing with this program each summer!

We also take this opportunity to make a suggestion to take the SARAS concept one step further. We appeal to your colleagues from other disciplines/schools under the Stony Brook University umbrella, and the University administrators to create and offer similar programs in other disciplines as well. For example, college of engineering could offer a similar introductory program that would introduce the basics of various engineering disciplines (such as civil engg., chemical engg., mechanical engg., electrical engg., metallurgical engg., computer engg., etc.) such that the participating students will be exposed to the basics of such disciplines and begin to make sense whether or not they should pursue it at the college level. School of business and school of law could have similar programs (or a joint program) as well.

We urge you to share this idea/request with appropriate department chairs and administration officials for their active consideration. We strongly believe addition of such programs to SARAS will go a long way in helping high schoolers to make the right choice of discipline for their college education and appropriately prepare for it in their high school years by selecting the correspondingly applicable elective courses. Availability of such summer programs at Stony Brook (in addition to SARAS) will benefit Stony Brook by attracting more and better prepared high school graduates who can achieve better success for themselves at college level, make their parents and families proud, and in turn contribute to Stony Brook’s success as well! It’s a win-win-win for all!
IN CLOSING, OUR SINCERE THANKS TO YOU, DR. SRINIVAS, AND TO ALL YOUR COLLEAGUES, FOR MAKING SARAS 2010 A WONDERFUL AND ENJOYABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR SONIA. WE VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR TIME, EFFORT AND CARE. WE WILL APPRECIATE IT IF YOU COULD TAKE THE TROUBLE TO SHARE OUR ABOVE SUGGESTION WITH APPROPRIATE COLLEAGUES AND ASK FOR THEIR STRONG CONSIDERATION.

WITH KIND REGARDS,
MUKUND & JYOTSNA JOSHI
PARENTS OF SONIA JOSHI, SARAS 2010 PARTICIPANT

-----------------------------------------------

I REALLY APPRECIATE YOU GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO YOUR STUDENTS AGAIN THIS YEAR. ONCE AGAIN, I WAS AMAZED TO SEE HOW YOU MANAGED THE GROUP OF STUDENTS SO EFFICIENTLY, AND ENCOURAGED THEM TO ASK QUESTIONS. THEIR WILLINGNESS TO LEARN WAS FASCINATING. CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS WITH THIS PROGRAM! BEST WISHES FOR MORE!

SINCERELY,
FARZANA Z. ALI
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER BLOOD BANK

-----------------------------------------------

I REALIZED THAT IT WAS A VERY INTERESTING AND EDUCATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE CHILDREN OF THIS AGE. I SEE MY DAUGHTER SHOWING LOTS OF INTEREST IN ATTENDING THE PROGRAM. SHE DIDN'T WANT TO MISS A SINGLE DAY. SHE SHARED THE EVENTS OF THE PROGRAM WITH ENTHUSIASM EVERYDAY WITH ME. I BELIEVE IT IS A GOOD LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR THE CHILDREN.

-SAROJA

-----------------------------------------------

PARENTS OF ASHAY MEHTA

HELLO MR. PENTYALA, OUR SON TELLS ME MANY GOOD THINGS ABOUT THIS PROGRAM AND WE REALLY THINK YOU ARE DOING A GREAT JOB WITH THE KIDS. IT IS GOOD TO KEEP THEM OCCUPIED OVER THE SUMMER AND ALSO IT WAS A BENEFIT FOR THEIR FUTURE BECAUSE THEY CAN LEARN ABOUT MANY DIFFERENT PROFESSIONS AND ALL THE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF MEDICINE. WE REALLY THINK YOU ARE DOING A GREAT JOB WITH THIS PROGRAM SO KEEP IT UP. AND IF YOU HAVE ANY OTHER PROGRAMS RELATED TO THIS PLEASE INFORM US, AND STAY IN TOUCH. THANK YOU.

-----------------------------------------------
To SARAS Organizers;

This is Merit George’s mom! I just want to thank you all for creating such a great program for these kids. My son enjoyed learning about the different fields in medicine, such as cardiology, geriatrics, etc. He talked about each day’s lectures and workshops during every car ride home. I remember looking at the schedule when it was first posted some time back, and I am still amazed that all these experts were willing to take time off to speak to high school and undergrad students. I wish you all the best in running this great program for future students. Thanks again!

I had received some very positive feedback from Kyle regarding your program. He enjoyed his group and he did feel that he gained knowledge regarding some careers that he wasn’t necessarily considering until attending your program. I believe he had a very positive experience. I would recommend the program to any high school student who is seriously considering a degree in science or medicine.

Diane Deak (mother of Kyle)

Everytime I called my son to ask about the program, he always gave a positive response, always saying he learned something new. It has created more avenues for him in science and he can now pursue what he enjoys. By the way he talks about the program, I recommend it for everyone interested in biomedical sciences. Thank you

Tahera Hyder

Our daughter has thoroughly enjoyed this program; Although there was a long commute for her, it was a wise decision to let her attend. She spoke highly of the coordinators and misses that the 3 week program went by so fast. This opportunity allowed her to be exposed to the medical career and what it entails. – Sincerely, Chatterpaul Ramhit and Rosalie Ramhit

Your program was a great success. My son has become so interested in the field of medicine due to your spectacular program. He would come home and discuss with me what he had learned each day. I am very glad that I placed my son in this excellent program because I can see how it has positively affected him and also help him in making his plans for his future. Thank you very much for putting this program together and for shining some light in my son’s future endeavors.

Sincerely,

Manzur & Tabassum Ansari
Parents of Farooq Ansari, #93
My love for S.A.R.A.S. was so great,
all my flashbacks are about the program 'til the dusk of day.
Each night inspired me after a day of Saras went away,
because it educated me, fed me, and motivated me everyday.

Its lectures were great,
Wondering about the many role models who spoke,
and Dr. Pentyala entertaining us with a medical joke,
so finally I can say S.A.R.A.S. is the best!

The above poem explained our daughter's appreciation about your program. You really changed our daughter's perception regarding medical field and she is highly motivated to work on getting into medical school. All credit goes to you and your program.

Thank you very much for everything. If you have any continuing next level programs in the future, please add our daughter in it.

Respectfully,
Moumita's Parents
As I sit at my desk to write this letter, I am unsure of how to begin. I write this letter not as a science-major all-“A’s” kind of person, but as someone with a completely different background. I am in my third year of architectural studies. You asked me if I wanted this job entailing helping “science-geeks,” learn more about science. I wasn’t too sure about this, as the only science I know helps my building not fall down the instance someone steps foot inside, but I decided to give it a shot, anyway. If I was not so sure of what I want to do when I “grow up,” after going through this program, I would defiantly consider some sort of science major. You might think, “Why is this architecture-kid telling me SARAS is a good program?” I have to admit, making sure High School students didn’t misbehave was kind of boring my first day of SARAS. But then, I started to listen to these lectures that experts were giving. Heck, no High School professor ever gave me such detailed information on saving someone’s life when they choke, or what exactly goes on in your brains when we think. True, I understood about half of that brain-lecture, but I realized that SARAS was really making these science-geeks think, especially when the students started asking detailed questions that sounded awfully like my architecture professor grilling me on my design. Nowhere else are these kids going to be able to ask a true master of the field these questions, because as much as a High School professor studies, they generally know just as much as the text book.

–Andrew Dilger

I am the parent of one of the SARAS participants this summer. I just want to say thank you for organizing such wonderful program for the children. As you said in one of your emails, they are the next generation and the future. It was wonderful to see that so many young people wanted to learn new things over the summer, that they wanted THEIR SUMMER be productive and enriched for their future. I am sure that this program was very beneficial to my son; introduced him to different medical fields, introduced him to new friends, and, perhaps, different points on view on some things. Thank you and all those (professors, sponsors) who made this program possible to exist.

Mrs. Swieczkowski

From what my son has told me, he liked going to the SARAS program. He kept bringing home toys, hats, and other small things and always shared his positive feedback with me. He has always been interested in science and I was happy when he asked me if he could enroll in the program. He did say that he could not eat too many things but he did buy some food from the hospital. At one point during the program, he came home talking about Twilight instead of science which was weird to me, but otherwise I think that the program was beneficial to him.

Kochar
The SARAS program has been an incredible experience for my son Akash Gupte. It enabled him to get a perspective of many diverse healthcare fields. Your program provides a critical link from the school studies to what the students can achieve from their college education. It inspires the students to think about the various opportunities available to them and provides them with the motivation to achieve those goals. Thank you for organizing such an innovative program.

- Nilish Gupte

Thank you very much for letting Kavita to be part of the program. I am sure Kavita would make full use of the information she gathered there. Without knowing much about medical field and specializations, this was probably the best way to get her started. She always wanted to be a doctor and we hope that she would have got enough insight now to pursue a career in this field.

We just wanted to see if it’s alright with you and other faculty members to be contacted by her via e-mail if she needs any guidance later.

Thanks again

Sandeepr and Nilima
Kavita’s Parent #23

The SARAS program was great for my son Alex. It was like he had a job. He had a purpose every morning to get up and catch the train with his friends to head to Stony Brook to attend SARAS. He seemed to enjoy many of the lecture topics. He told me he was a team leader. It would be great for the program to last longer. The program was great.

Amy Israel

My daughter, Rucha Acharya participated in a program at Stony Brook this summer. She traveled by train every morning and came home by train. Every day when she came back we used to talk about what she did during the day. From what she said, I think she had a wonderful time and made some very good friends at the program. She told me how excited she was about the workshops she did towards the end of the day and how this program inspired her to continue her love and passion for medicine. I think this program has had a positive influence on her life, and has given her something to do over the summer.

Thank you,
Bhadresh Acharya

Hello, my name is Varsha Patel and I'm Shweta Patel's (44) mother. I would just like to thank you for setting up a program where students are able to explore career options in science. SARAS allowed Shweta to enhance her education in science in a fun way. It gave her a great opportunity and it keep her interest throughout the program with the different workshops and lectures. Thank you.

Varsha Patel
MY HUSBAND AND I WERE SO PLEASED WITH THE SARAS COURSE. THE DAILY SCHEDULES OF LECTURES EXPOSED THE CHILDREN TO A MYRIAD OF MEDICAL AND RESEARCH TOPICS. THE HANDS ON EXPERIENCE, AT SUCH A YOUNG AGE WILL SERVE TO MOTIVATE THEM TO PURSUE THEIR CAREER INTERESTS. ALEXANDRA ENJOYED THE PROFESSORS AND PHYSICIANS AND APPRECIATED THE FACT THAT THEY TOOK TIME OUT OF THEIR BUSY DAY TO LECTURE TO HER CLASS. THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR HARD WORK AND WE WILL CERTAINLY RECOMMEND THE CLASS TO OTHERS.

SINCERELY
DEBRA CORITSIDIS

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THIS WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR MY DAUGHTER, MARYAM. SHE HAS REALLY GROWN THROUGH THIS PROGRAM AND ACQUIRED A LOT OF KNOWLEDGE. EACH DAY SHE WOULD COME HOME AND TELL ME WHAT SHE LEARNED, AND I COULDN'T BELIEVE HOW MUCH THIS PROGRAM HAS TAUGHT HER, IT WAS REALLY UNBELIEVEABLE. I LOOK FORWARD TO BRINGING HER BACK NEXT YEAR.

THANKS, SHANA.

I THINK MY DAUGHTER: SRESHTA HAD A WONDERFUL TIME AT SARAS. THOUGH THE COMMUTE WAS QUITE HECTIC AND SHE HARDLY HAD ENOUGH REST: SHE DID NOT SEEM TO COMPLAIN! SHE ALSO LEARNED A LOT FROM THE ON HANDS WORKSHOP. SHE SAID THAT SHE BECAME AWARE OF SO MANY OPTIONS SHE WAS NOT AWARE OF. THAT WAS MY PURPOSE OF ME TAKING THIS TROUBLE OF WAKING HER UP EVERYDAY AT 4.45A.M FOR THE WORKSHOP (PRETTY MUCH!). SHE LOVED VISITING THE VETERAN'S HOME AND ALSO SEEMED TO BE TOUCHED BY THE CEREBRAL PALSY DOCUMENTARY YOU SHOWED.

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP AND WARMTH. SHE FELT VERY WELCOME THERE AND DID NOT HAVE ANY APPREHENSIONS.

APPRECIATE ALL YOUR HELP: DR. PENTYALA

SINCERELY
SADHANA PARANJI
(MOTHER OF SRESHTA PARANJI)

MY SON, ERIC HIRSCH YELLOW 64, COMPLETED YOUR PROGRAM WITH MUCH ENTHUSIASM. HE WAS UNSURE BEFORE THE PROGRAM OF CHOOSING A CAREER IN THE SCIENCE FIELD. HE ALSO WAS UNSURE OF WHETHER TO DO RESEARCH NEXT SUMMER IN THE FIELD. HE HAS COME TO THE CONCLUSION THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO FIND A CAREER IN THE SCIENCE FIELD AND HE WOULD LIKE TO FIND A RESEARCH PROGRAM IN THE FIELD. YOUR PROGRAM HAS BEEN VERY INSIGHTFUL INTO THE DIFFERENT FIELDS AVAILABLE AND HE FOUND CERTAIN ONES TO BE VERY INTERESTING. I HAVE ALREADY RECOMMENDED YOUR PROGRAM TO MANY OTHER PEOPLE WHO HAVE EXPRESSED AN INTEREST IN THE SCIENCE FIELD AND I HOPE THAT SOME OF ERIC’S SIBLINGS WILL ALSO ATTEND YOUR PROGRAM IN THE FUTURE. THANK YOU FOR GIVING MY SON AN INSIGHT INTO A POSSIBLE FUTURE IN THE SCIENCE FIELD.
THIS IS THE ONLY TIME IN THE RECENT PAST HAVE WE BEEN PESTERED ABOUT DOING SOMETHING IF ONE DOES NOT COUNT "BUY ME THIS..." STATEMENTS. OBVIOUSLY THE PROGRAM HAS HAD AN IMPACT - A STRONG IMPACT ON OUR SON. HE HAS NOT ONLY BEEN TALKING ABOUT THE DAY'S EVENTS BUT HAS BEEN THINKING ABOUT IT AND LOOKING IT UP ONLINE AS WELL. HE REACHED OUT TO FACULTY ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES AND HAS HEARD BACK FROM THEM AS WELL. BOTH OF US ARE NOT FROM MEDICAL/BIOTECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND (MY HUSBAND IS A CPA AND I RUN A BUSINESS) AND IT IS GRATIFYING TO SEE THAT SARAS HAS SPARKED HIS IMAGINATION IN THIS FIELD. YOUR TIME AND EFFORT ARE REALLY APPRECIATED AND HAVE PAID OFF IN OUR CASE.

THANK YOU!

REGARDS

SHARVANI AND SRINIVAS MANEPALLI

My name is Deepa Panchal and I am Roshni's Mom. First of all let me start by thanking and congratulating you for what you are doing. I know it's not easy but your intention to help high school students goes above and beyond because you have experienced the process closely with your children and experienced how competitive it gets each year. What I enjoyed most was the fact that from day one, all of your e-mail went out and always had funny comments. I am not sure if the students learned from it or not, but that's what they need to learn first. No matter what profession they choose, they should be happy and make others happy as well. Especially in medical professions, things can be cured not just with medicine but you need have that face and attitude, where the patients or people that you are interacting with forget their pain when they see or talk to you.

Roshni for sure enjoyed most of the topics. Her favorite was the respiratory therapist. The only criticism she had was the lengthy powerpoint presentations. Kids at this age enjoy more hands on activities. Please take it as constructive feedback. Overall it's a very nice program and we sure will blab about it amongst friends and family.

Thank you for the opportunity.

Deepa

First of all, I have to say that many thanks to all faculty members at SARAS program. The SARAS program really opened my son's eyes to a larger world. I am so happy to see my son's attitude is going to the right direction.

You guys did a wonderful job, and you'll see my second son in the near future at SARAS too.

Thanks and best regards,

Youngyoon Cho - Father of Daniel Cho
A SINCERE THANK YOU FOR COORDINATING SARAS! IT HAS BEEN AN ENJOYABLE LEARNING
EXPERIENCE FOR MY DAUGHTER, AND TRULY EXCEEDED OUR EXPECTATIONS. IN JUST THREE
WEEKS, SHE HAS GAINED SO MUCH KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHT, AND HAS A MUCH BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF THE PRESENTED BIOMEDICAL CAREERS.
REBECCA WAS VERY IMPRESSED WITH THE PRESENTATIONS AND WAS PARTICULARLY INSPIRED
BY YOU. MANY THANKS AGAIN TO YOU AND EVERYONE WHO HAS MADE SARAS POSSIBLE!
SINCERELY,
DINA MONASTERO

I WANTED TO THANK YOU FOR HAVING MY DAUGHTER SHAINA AILAWADI (ID # 39) IN YOUR
SARAS PROGRAM 2010. SHE REALLY ENJOYED THE 3 WEEKS SESSION WHICH I REALLY WISH IT
WAS LONGER. I THINK IT WAS REALLY WELL STRUCTURED AND KIDS WERE EXPOSED TO
DIFFERENT AREAS BY THE EXPERTS. THIS EDUCATED THEM AS WAS PRESENTED IN AN
INTERESTING MANNER.
I THINK THE FOOD MENU WAS GOOD AS WELL ITS QUALITY SPECALLY COMING FROM CURRY
CLUB YUMMY.....

REGARDS,

NEERU AILAWADI

THIS PROGRAM WAS WONDERFUL! ESPECIALLY BECAUSE IT GOT THE KIDS OUT OF
THE HOUSE TO DO SOMETHING PRODUCTIVE. EVERYDAY MY DAUGHTER WOULD COME
HOME AND TELL ME ABOUT THE WORKSHOPS SHE PARTICIPATED IN AND THE
DOCTORS SHE GOT TO HEAR. IT WAS A GOOD IDEA HOW YOU ENCOURAGED THE
STUDENTS TO ASK QUESTIONS AND THEN REWARDED THEM. I FEEL LIKE THAT WAS
MOTIVATIONAL IN ORDER FOR THEM TO PAY ATTENTION. GOOD STRATEGY!
OVERALL I'M HAPPY BECAUSE EVERYTHING WENT WELL AND BASED ON THE
FEEDBACK I RECEIVED FROM MY DAUGHTER IT WAS ALL POSITIVES AND NO
NEGATIVES. THANK YOU ONE LAST TIME FOR HAVING THE SARAS PROGRAM.

BY THE WAY GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FUTURE PROJECTS AND INVESTMENTS. :)”

-VICTORIA PARENT OF GRACE VALLEJO #100

GOOD MORNING. MY SON MATTHEW, ATTENDED YOUR PROGRAM. I HAVE TO SAY, EVERY FRIDAY HE CAME HOME
COMPLETELY ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT ALL THE THINGS HE HAD LEARNED THAT PAST WEEK, INCLUDING APPARENTLY
CAUSING A DUMMY TO BLEED OUT. HE HAD A GREAT TIME! I THINK THE PROGRAM REALLY GAVE HIM A SENSE OF
HOW MUCH MORE COMPLICATED THE WORLD OF MEDICINE IS THAN HE ORGINALLY THOUGHT AND GAVE HIM THE
DESIRE TO WORK HARDER TO OBTAIN HIS GOALS. THE EXPERIENCE WAS ON A COLLEGE LEVEL AND I HAVE TO SAY
IT FASCINATED HIM TO FIGURE OUT HOW LITTLE HE KNEW AND HOW INTRICATE MEDICINE IS. I ALSO WANTED TO
THANK YOU AND YOUR STAFF FOR TAKING SUCH GOOD CARE OF HIM AND KEEPING ME INFORMED ON THE DAILY
ACTIVITIES ETC. IT GAVE ME PEACE OF MIND. I WILL DEFINITELY RECOMMEND YOUR PROGRAM TO OTHER PARENTS.

CAROLYN
TODAY, MY CHILD IS EXPERIENCING A VOID. I ASSUMED NOT HAVING SARAS TO ATTEND TODAY OFFERED HIM EASE OF WHICH TO CRUISE THRU A FEW TEENAGE SUMMER DAYS BEFORE BOREDOM IS REALIZED. WRONG!

SARAS WAS AN EXTRAORDINARY EVENT FOR MY CHILD AND OUR FAMILY. LIVING NEARBY, UPON PICK UP, WE SPENT TIME IN THE CAR, DRIVEWAY, AND HANGING OUT COMMUNICATING ABOUT THE SARAS EXPERIENCE.....SARAS SOUND BITES ECHOED THRU THE EVENING, WEEKENDS AND TIME SPENT WITH OTHERS!

I ONLY WISH IT COULD BE CONTINUED ON A MONTHLY BASIS DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR FOR THE CHILDREN TO INSPIRE AND SHARE ALL THEIR GOING ON’S POST SARAS. THANKS FOR YOUR DAILY ACCESSIBILITY IN THE CLASS AS WELL AS ON LINE.......I REALIZE THE CHILDREN KNOW YOU DO BELIEVE IN THEM AND THUS OUR FUTURE!

I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING GREAT THINGS ABOUT SARAS GRADS. THANKS FOR OFFERING AN OUTSTANDING AND MEMORABLE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE...TRULY OUT OF THE BOX AND WORTH EVERY SECOND!

STACY REBELLO

PARENT OF BLUE 92 (GAGE MAGIDSON) AND TWO GIVEAWAY DOLLS!

THIS IS TO THANK YOU FOR THE GREAT PROGRAM YOU OFFERED. MY DAUGHTER (IRVIND BUTTAR) IS MISSING IT ALREADY. SARAS HAS WIDEN HER VISION ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES SHE CAN EXPECT IN HER FUTURE. THE ORGANIZERS OF THIS PROGRAM HAVE REALLY PUT THEIR BEST EFFORT TO MAKE IT A SUCCESS, ESPECIALLY ALL THE E-MAIL INFORMATION TO KEEP PARENTS INFORMED ABOUT THE EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES. MY DAUGHTER WHO WAS NOT LOOKING FORWARD TO WAKE UP EARLY AND TRAVEL AN HOUR TO LISTEN TO LECTURES ABOUT SCIENCE DURING HER VACATION, HAS MADE MANY GOOD FRIENDS. THE SOCIAL ASPECT OF THIS PROGRAM IS AS IMPORTANT AS EDUCATIONAL. PLEASE CONVEY MY THANKS TO EVERYONE INVOLVED WITH SARAS, ALL THE COUNSELORS AND EXPERTS. I WANT TO THANK ALL THE FOOD VENDORS NOT ONLY FOR THE DELICIOUS FOOD THEY PROVIDED TO A LARGE GROUP OF TEENS, BUT THEY HAVE SAVED ME A FEW HOURS IN THE KITCHEN AND TRIPS TO THE FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS. I DECIDED TO WRITE THIS E-MAIL AT LUNCH TIME BECAUSE I COULD NOT DECIDE WHAT TO FEED HER FOR LUNCH.

THANKS AGAIN AND DR. SPENTYALA, I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO A SARAS-II SOON COMING TO STONYBROOK UNDER YOUR GUIDANCE. IF THIS HAPPENS, MY DAUGHTER IS THE FIRST ONE TO REGISTER ALONG WITH HER FRIENDS. PLEASE ADVISE ME WHAT OTHER PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE IN AS MY DAUGHTER IS GOING TO 10TH GRADE THIS FALL.

THANK YOU!

JASPINDER BUTTAR

I HAVE HEARD MANY GREAT REVIEWS ABOUT SARAS AND THIS YEAR I DECIDED TO ENROLL MY SON, CHRISTOPHER KIANG INTO THE PROGRAM. HIS FAVORITE SUBJECT HAS ALWAYS BEEN SCIENCE AND I THOUGHT THIS PROGRAM WOULD BE GREAT FOR HIM TO LEARN EVEN MORE ABOUT SCIENCE. HE REALLY ENJOYED IT AND I WANTED TO THANK YOU FOR CREATING SUCH AN AWESOME PROGRAM.

AFTER THESE 3 WEEKS, MY SON TOLD ME HE WANTED TO COME BACK NEXT YEAR AND THAT HIS INTEREST IN THE MEDICAL FIELD HAS INCREASED EVEN MORE. I JUST WANTED TO THANK THE CREATORS OF THIS PROGRAM FOR GIVING STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO WORK AND LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE AND MORE IMPORTANTLY HELP THEM DECIDE ON POSSIBLE MAJORS AND CAREER CHOICES.

THANKS,
Mr. and Mrs. Kiang.

Saras was a very valuable experience for Satya. Exposure to different medical fields was a great opportunity for her to understand them better. It was effective use of her summer vacation. Meeting students from different schools and making new friends was a plus. My son is anxiously waiting to attend SARAS next year.

Thank you for all your hard work and very effective planning of this wonderful program from which Satya and all other attending students benefited.

Mrs. Makadia

Thank you for the wonderful program you and your faculty organized.

Tyler and Ashley have different opinions but I think it was a great opportunity for my kids to explore the different aspects in health profession and health science. Especially for my daughter Ashley, she loved it. She had vague ideas that she wanted to have a future in health science related jobs but through this program she found out what is out there and what is involved in being in this kind of profession. She didn’t want this program to end.

Thank you again for giving my kids a chance to find out more about what is involved in health science.

Katherine Ki

WOW!! Three weeks just flew by. We had heard a lot of good things about this program but were not sure how this will turn out to be until Nakul started attending this program. Nakul made our weekends little difficult starting Friday evening as he could not wait to go back to Saras.

In addition to great learning, networking, and being responsible, Nakul learned to travel on his own. Initially, we were very apprehensive about his commute but it turned out to be no issue at all.

Dr. Pentyaia, thanks for inspiring kids and making it fun for all. We also enjoyed reading your emails as we found them very interesting and at the same time funny.

Thanks and Best Regards,

Nakul’s Parents

It was a good choice to pick this program for our son. Though he was hesitant at the beginning, he had a change of perspective and started
to enjoy this program. He seemed that he enjoyed it and learned a lot. The knowledge he learned especially the ones considering health care will help him for his pursuit in this field.

Eugene & Jackie Byun
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The program is well run and well planned. I appreciate your time commitment to this and the fact that you involve the parents by keeping them in the information loop from the very start. Pranav really enjoyed his participation in it for a total of two years and has expressed his interest in the medical field. He is also considering volunteering for the Veterans Home. I attribute this to the visit you had organized to the Veterans Home. In case you have any suggestions for Pranav we will welcome those and also feel free to call upon him for any volunteer work with you.

Thanks.
Vibhakar Karambelkar.

---------------------------------------------

My apologies first for a delayed reply. I just returned from a visit to Chicago yesterday. I must commend you on arranging such a wonderful summer program for the kids. I am sure an exposure into various aspects of medicine at such a young age will help these kids in making up their mind regarding making a decision to choose a career. Harshil, like many other kids enjoyed the program very much. He has expressed to me a desire to pursue some path in biotechnology. Thank you once again for arranging such a wonderful program for the kids.

With regards,
Anil Mattoo. M.D.

---------------------------------------------

Thank you so much for organizing the Saras program. My daughter, Kirti Parmar, was enrolled in the program and she loved everyday of it. Before the program, she was trying to figure out what she wants to pursue in her future and from what I’ve heard, this program has opened her eyes to many different possibilities in the medical field. She especially enjoyed the patient care workshops. Once again, my wife and I would like to thank you, the organizing committees and all the speakers for making this a productive and beneficial learning program. We are planning to send our younger son to the program as well.

Sincerely,
Umesh and Daxa Parmar

---------------------------------------------

I would just like to say Thank you for everything you have done to make this Saras 2010 a success. You have made an impact in my daughter Mayra's life. Before Saras 2010 she did not have a clue what she wanted to do in the medical
field. Now after SARAS 2010 she is highly considering to be a Respiratory Therapist & also considering Stony Brook as one of her university options.

M. Villatoro

My reflections on the program are based solely upon my daughter's attitude when I picked her up at the end of each day. She was always upbeat and happy. On the 45 minute drive home she would fill me in on the day's events. There was not a single day that she was not absolutely thrilled with being a part of the program. So from a parent's perspective, the program was very worthwhile and I would say that Meghan would be very interested in participating in a similar program next summer. So I thank you for putting together such a stimulating program and allowing my daughter to be a part of it.

Theodore Davis

My daughter, Julia Mullokandova, is usually a very shy child who never participates in any discussion even she knows the answers on all questions. But SARAS program change my daughter. Everyday she came from SARAS with the different excited stories about new students she met or professors she talked. I just want to thank you everybody for organizing this program and big opportunities for our kids to learn and understand medicine. It will benefit her future plans. My daughter had a wonderful time at SARAS.

Zhanna Mullokandova

When my wife found out about SARAS program offered by the Stony Brook Department of Anesthesiology I did some research about the program, especially parents as well as students feedback from the previous years. I immediately applied for this program. We were very fortunate that our son Joshua Abraham was admitted into the program (SARAS ID#1).

First of all I would like to thank Dr. Srinivas Pentiyala, Director of Translational Research for his hard work in coordinating these outstanding lectures and workshops designed to increase awareness in biomedical research. This one of a kind program helped my son increased his appreciation towards research in the bio-medical field.

We are really thankful and appreciative of the opportunity 2010 SARAS provided to my son Joshua Abraham this summer. We thank the Department of Anesthesiology for offering this excellent program, especially all the Professors and Doctors and their commitment to this program. Their lectures and workshops inspired more focus for him in the bio-medical field of study.
THANK YOU,
VINOD GEORGE ABRAHAM

FIRST I WOULD LIKE TO thank you for setting up the SARAS program and the dedication it takes to run the program year after year with the willingness to expand the enrollment. My husband and I both volunteer as well and know that the events are rewarding but there is a tremendous amount of work to bring it to fruition; so again, thank you. My daughter, Christina, thoroughly enjoyed the lectures and the cross section of the medical field that it represented. She has wanted to be a doctor since she injured at 7 years old, and she now has an added interest in genetics and neuro-biology. Her favorite lectures were the ones on stem cells, genome and nano-technology and now she’s trying to convince her brother to go into bio-engineering.

I also would like to thank you for uploading the pictures of the group. My husband and I enjoyed looking through them and of course, lit up when we saw our daughter. Christina also enjoyed the recap, pointed out your daughter to us, and she has saved the rescue dummy photo to her phone.

ENJOY WHAT’S LEFT OF THE SUMMER,

LAURA SMiros

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THE WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES HAVE PROVIDED FOR MY DAUGHTER, KAITLYNNE CUNNINGHAM. THE EXTRAORDINARY CALIBER OF SPEAKERS AND RANGE OF TOPICS WAS QUITE IMPRESSIVE. I KNOW THAT IT SOLIDIFIED MY DAUGHTER’S DECISION TO PURSUE A CAREER IN MEDICINE AND HAS OPENED HER UP TO DIFFERENT SPECIALTIES THAT SHE WOULD NOT HAVE FORMERLY CONSIDERED. IN ADDITION, IT HAS INSPIRED HER IN HER QUEST FOR RESEARCH TOPICS. AS A PHYSICIAN MYSELF, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THE PROGRAM TO ANYONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN THE MEDICAL FIELD.

REGARDS,
ROBIN CUNNINGHAM, MD

MY NAME IS AJAY GANDHI & I AM FATHER OF PRIYA GANDHI. I HAD HEARD WONDERFUL THINGS ABOUT THIS PROGRAM FROM OUR FRIENDS BUT WE WERE FORTUNATE TO HAVE PRIYA GANDHI, OUR DAUGHTER, PART OF THE PROGRAM IN JULY 2010.

IT WAS A GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR HER AND EXCELLENT EXPOSURE IN THE MEDICAL FIELD. IT GIVES HER NEW INSIGHT OF THIS FIELD THAT SHE WAS NOT AWARE OF. FACULTY AND STAFF WERE EXCELLENT. SHE GAINED TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF KNOWLEDGE IN 3 WEEKS PERIOD AND IT WILL ALLOW HER TO MAKE CRITICAL DECISION OF HER LIFE IN MORE INTELLIGENT MANNER.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO HAVE OUR DAUGHTER, BE PART OF ANY PROGRAM THAT YOU MAY OFFER IN NEAR FUTURE IN SPITE OF SOME TRAVELLING CONSTRAINS.

RESPECTFULLY,

AJAY & SONAL GANDHI
THE SARAS PROGRAM WAS INTERESTING TO JORDAN BECAUSE HE HAD AN INTEREST IN THE BIOMEDICAL FIELD BUT DID NOT HAVE A CERTAIN PATH BY WHICH HE FELT HE COULD FOLLOW. THROUGH THE SARAS PROGRAM JORDAN EXPECTED TO FIND THIS PATH BUT FROM WHAT HE HAD DESCRIBED TO ME AND HIS FATHER, IT SEEMS THAT THIS WAS NOT ALL HE FOUND. JORDAN WAS ABLE TO FIND HIS PATH IN THE BIOMEDICAL FIELD AFTER A SERIES OF DOUBTS AND CONFUSION HAD PLAGUED HIM FOR SO LONG. THE SARAS PROGRAM EXPOSED JORDAN TO DIFFERENT FIELDS AND GAVE HIM SOME SORT OF VARIETY AS TO THE MEANS FOR WHICH HE FELT HE SHOULD FULFILL HIS PASSIONS. HE WAS CONFUSED FOR QUITE SOME TIME; HOWEVER, HE WAS ABLE TO FIND A PROFESSION THAT HE FELT WOULD FILL HIS PASSION IN THE BIOMEDICAL FIELD TO THE FULLEST AND WANTS TO BECOME A PHYSICIAN. HE DESCRIBED THE PROGRAM TO US AS “A PROGRAM OF SELF DISCOVERY” AND I FEEL THAT JORDAN FOUND WHAT HE WAS LOOKING FOR ALONG WITH A SENSE OF AWE AT WHAT HE WAS LEARNING. MOST IMPORTANTLY, JORDAN HAD FOUND THE PROGRAM USEFUL, INSIGHTFUL, AND INSPIRATIONAL, AS A MEANS TO ACHIEVING HIS PASSIONS IN THE BIOMEDICAL FIELD AND THIS HAS MADE HIS “SELF DISCOVERY” ALL THE WORTHWHILE. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP THAT WAS GIVEN TO JORDAN.

SINCERELY,

MRS. ROSA ROGA

----------------------------------------

MY DAUGHTER, VARSHA KATARI, WAS A PARTICIPANT OF SARAS THIS YEAR. SHE REALLY ENJOYED IT, FOR SHE WOULD ALWAYS COME HOME WITH NEW INTERESTING FACTS. SHE ENJOYED THE LECTURES AND SPECIALLY THE HANDS ON WORKSHOP, THANK YOU FOR COVERING MOST OF THE TOPICS BRIEFLY IN MEDICAL SCIENCE. SHE ALSO HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET OTHER KIDS AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS.

MY DAUGHTER WOULD TALK ABOUT THE LECTURES WITH GREAT ENTHUSIASM, IT SEEMED THAT THREE WEEKS WAS TOO SHORT, BUT OVERALL SHE HAD GREAT FUN, THE SAT TESTTAKERS WAS ALSO HELPFUL. IT WAS A GOOD START. THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR THIS EXCITING PROGRAM, WHICH REALLY MOTIVATED MY CHILD TO GO INTO THE MEDICAL FIELD.

SINCERELY

VANDANA KATARI

----------------------------------------

SANAM (ID #111) VERY MUCH ENJOYED HER TIME WITH THE PROGRAM THIS SUMMER. SHE IS MORE DEFINITE WITH WHAT SHE WANTS TO DO WITH HER FUTURE AND HAS COME UP WITH MANY PLANS. THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY FOR HER.

SINCERELY,

SUMAN JAIN

----------------------------------------

HELLO DR. PENTYALA. THIS IS JOHN BYINGTON. MY DAUGHTER, EVE BYINGTON, WAS A PARTICIPANT IN THIS YEAR’S SARAS PROGRAM. WHAT A GREAT EXPERIENCE SHE HAD! THANKS AGAIN FOR PUTTING TOGETHER SUCH A WONDERFUL PROGRAM! I HAVE RECOMMENDED THE SARAS PROGRAM TO A NUMBER TO FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES.
BEST REGARDS,

JOHN H. BYINGTON III

I JUST WANT TO SAY THANK YOU FOR COORDINATING SUCH A FABULOUS SUMMER PROGRAM. MY SON MATTHEW RANFTLE CAME OUT OF THE PROGRAM WITH SO MUCH KNOWLEDGE AND A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE MEDICAL/SCIENCE RESEARCH FIELD. HE LOVED THE PROGRAM AND ALSO ENJOYED THE STONY BROOK CAMPUS VERY MUCH. WITNESSING ROBOTIC SURGERY WAS ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING MOMENTS FOR HIM...AT LEAST THAT’S WHAT HE TOLD ME :)) HE NEVER REALIZED WHAT A WONDERFUL UNIVERSITY EXISTS IN OUR 'OWN BACKYARD'. AS FAR AS THE FOOD, IT IS AMAZING THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO GET SO MANY BUSINESSES TO SUPPORT YOUR PROGRAM. WE HAVE PERSONALLY THANKED THE OWNERS OF O'SOLE MIO SINCE THEY LIVE CLOSE TO US HERE IN DIX HILLS.

THANK YOU, TO YOU AND YOUR STAFF, FOR TAKING SUCH AN INTEREST IN OUR CHILDREN AND EXPOSING THEM TO YOUR WORLD. I KNOW MATT'S ONLY REGRET IS THAT THE PROGRAM WAS ONLY THREE WEEKS LONG. HE IS LOOKING FORWARD TO SPENDING MORE TIME AT THE UNIVERSITY NEXT SUMMER.

ENJOY THE REST OF THE SUMMER!
SINCERELY,
CHRISTINE RANFTLE

THANK YOU AND THE MANY PROFESSIONALS THAT CONTRIBUTED THEIR TIME AND EXPERTISE TO MENTOR AND ENCOURAGE ALL THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE SARAS 2010 SUMMER PROGRAM. IT WAS A TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY FOR OUR SON (MATTHEW MAYERS) AND A WONDERFUL REMINDER HOW FORTUNATE HE WAS TO HAVE THESE GIFTED AND TALENTED PEOPLE SHARE THEIR LOVE OF MEDICAL SCIENCE WITH HIM. IT WAS MATTHEW'S SECOND TIME PARTICIPATING IN SARAS, AND HE STATES "THAT IS EVEN BETTER THE SECOND TIME AROUND". THIS PROGRAM HAS REALLY HAD A IMPACT ON THE DIRECTION HE WILL TAKE IN HIS ACADEMIC ENDEAVORS AND CAREER PATHWAY.

ONCE AGAIN, MANY THANKS AND BLESSINGS TO DR. SRINIVAS PENTYALA, SARAS STAFF, PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPANTS, MENTORS, CATERING AND ALL THOSE WHO MADE THIS AN ENRICHING, EDUCATIONAL AND ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE FOR OUR SON MATTHEW. WITH PROFOUND GRATITUDE FOR ALL YOU DO FOR OTHERS.
RESPECTFULLY,
ANTHONY AND PANSY MAYERS.

MY SON, ALEX ISRAEL, MENTIONED THE FEEDBACK. I'M NOT SURE IF MY WIFE RESPONDED OR NOT - STILL BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY...

FROM WHAT I CAN TELL THE COURSE SEEMED BOTH EDUCATIONAL AND ENGAGING. ALEX OFTEN SPOKE AT LENGTH OF THE DAY'S EVENTS/LESSONS. THE MIX OF SESSIONS/SKILLS PROBABLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE EXPERIENCE.

IT SEEMED VERY WELL ORGANIZED, AND I APPRECIATED THAT YOU DEVOTED A LOT OF THOUGHT TOWARDS EASING IN KIDS WHO HAVEN'T BEEN IN SIMILAR PROGRAMS BEFORE. JUST DEALING WITH THE COMMUTE AND A STRANGE CAMPUS CAN BE A LOT FOR SOME.
I have no sense if similar programs exist at Stony Brook and elsewhere (we found out about SARAS through Alex’s friends). Is SARAS unique even in the Biology Department, or are there more advanced versions for older HS kids?

JASON

Thank you for taking the time to design such a wonderful program. SARAS present lectures, workshops and demonstrations about biomedical science to high school and undergraduate students was fantastic again this year. The sessions on lab safety leading to certification to work in a Research Lab was a great addition to the program as well as the exam prep sessions to get ready for SAT/ACT/MCAT.

I sincerely appreciate the time you spent recommending strategies and networking resources for achieving them. Your advice was very helpful and David has a new perspective on available opportunities. I especially appreciate your offer to connect him to others in your network. He plans on following up with the contacts in the future.

I’ll be certain keep in touch with you and update on David’s future progress. Again, thank you so much for everything. I greatly appreciate the knowledge you have provided my son.

Best regards,

Mary Berkowitz Pirraglia

Hello, I am Esperance, Fridolin’s mom. I am so sorry it took this long to get back to you. As you can expect of course my son and I couldn’t thank the program and yourself enough for the great opportunity! Fridolin was excited every single day and whenever he got home he was like “wow mommy, it was interesting and amazing today” then he would try to explain to me about what he was taught that day. Being in the medical field myself I can imagine and understand the excitement and interest. I can assure you that those three weeks were well spent and rewarding for all those youngsters. You should give yourself a pat and be proud of the whole crew. Again, thank you much for giving Fridolin a chance to participate in SARAS.

Yours,

Esperance Ndayishimiye

We are very much impressed with the SARAS program. Thank you very much Dr. Srini and your team for all your dedication and noble effort. We’re glad that we sent our daughter to this program. She had an incredible experience and got awareness with many things. We initially hesitated to send our daughter because we live away in NJ but we pat each other now for making such a great decision. It’s worth many times that what we drove and paid. Her participation in this program has strengthened her desire to pursue a “research oriented medical career”. She is so excited to see the research inventions that Dr. Srini and his team did. She not only had fun but also made friends during those three weeks. She got an
OPPORTUNITY TO KNOW HOW THE DORM LIFE IS AND EXPLORE THE STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY. WE'RE PLEASED THAT THIS WONDERFUL PROGRAM MADE A MEMORABLE SUMMER FOR HER.

REGARDS,
SURESH & RADHIKA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A SINCERE THANK YOU TO YOU AND THE OTHER PROFESSIONALS WHO GAVE THEIR TIME TO CREATE THIS VALUABLE AND WORTHWHILE EXPERIENCE. MY SON LEARNED A LOT, MADE NEW FRIENDS, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, WAS EXPOSED TO A WIDE VARIETY OF HEALTH-RELATED PROFESSIONALS AND OPPORTUNITIES THAT HE MIGHT NOT HAVE PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED. YOUR ENTHUSIASM AND THAT OF THE PRESENTERS ENCOURAGED HIS INTELLECTUAL CURIOSITY AND GAVE HIM A GREATER APPRECIATION FOR THE IMPORTANT WORK THAT IS CARRIED ON WITHIN AN ACADEMIC MEDICAL CENTER. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND DEDICATION TO THIS WONDERFUL PROGRAM!

THERESA TARANOYICH, MOTHER OF NICHOLAS, AGE 17
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AS A PARENT OF A SARAS PROGRAM PARTICIPANT THIS SUMMER OF 2010, I THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR TIME IN ORGANIZING AND DIRECTING SUCH A WONDERFUL PROGRAM. THE PROGRAM WAS RECOMMENDED TO ME BY THE DIRECTOR OF LI WORKS COALITION, CHERYL DAVIDSON. IT WAS A SUPERB RECOMMENDATION THAT I WILL PASS FORWARD! MY SON TOM WAS ALWAYS EAGER TO ATTEND EACH DAY ALBEIT THE ONE HOUR COMMUTE EACH WAY. TOM HAD AN ENJOYABLE AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE. HE WAS HAPPY TO BE INTRODUCED TO MANY DIFFERENT AND INTERESTING AREAS OF MEDICINE THAT HE WILL CONTINUE TO EXPLORE AS HE BEGINS HIS COLLEGE CAREER IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/PREMED. THE SARAS PROGRAM ~ THE LECTURES, THE WORKSHOPS, AND THE MEALS ~ WERE QUITE VARIED, WELL THOUGHT OUT AND PLANNED. I AM HAPPY THAT TOM ATTENDED AND WILL BE RECOMMENDING THE SARAS PROGRAM TO OTHERS THINKING ABOUT ENTERING THE MEDICAL FIELD. KUDOS AND THANKS TO ALL THE PROFESSIONALS THAT TOOK THE TIME TO MAKE THE THREE WEEKS A MEMORABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE.

SINCERELY,
MARIANNE E. QUINN
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS WAS WONDERFUL LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR MY SON. HE LEARNED A LOT AND HE WOULD LOVE TO JOIN NEXT SUMMER. THANKS FOR EVERYTHING.
DARSHANA DAVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MY DAUGHTER, KHUSHBOO NAGPAL(#55) ABSOLUTELY LOVED THIS PROGRAM! FROM THE BEGINNING SHE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A PEDIATRICIAN AND THIS PROGRAM OPENED HER EYES TO MORE DIFFERENT CAREERS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD. EVERYDAY SHE CAME HOME LEARNING ABOUT
Different doctors and what they do. I appreciated the Fridays SAT classes that were offered at the SARAS program. My daughter also learned a lot from it. This program is absolutely one of the best programs to take part in. I am glad I joined her for this program and I appreciate for all the professors and counselors have done to make it a success. Thank you very much.

Malti Nagpal

As a parent of a student who participated in this summer’s SARAS program, I’d like to thank you for providing such an enriching and rewarding program. On more than one occasion she came home excited and enthusiastic about potential topics and fields to explore in her future studies. She was particularly intrigued by the information provided on various educational paths of which she had been unaware, the Doctorate of Nursing program in particular. I also appreciate the fact that while informative, the program was also an opportunity for her to meet students from other districts which share her enthusiasm for the sciences and with whom she was able to expand her social circle and make some lasting friendships. One of the more poignant elements was the inclusion of the visit to the veteran’s home, which I know has made a lasting impression.

Sincerely,

Mrs. L. Budd

Sorry for the delay in providing the feedback. Sanjula had a great time at the SARAS program, as did our older son, a few years ago. This being our second child in the program, we, as parents have been able to witness the vast improvements in the program. The lectures were from a big range of departments. We feel the program really helps the high scholars get a taste of the different fields in science and medicine.

As opposed to what general perception might be, drop-off and pick-up to the hospital were a breeze. The only area of improvement that we would suggest are that the food provided be clearly marked, as we feel there was some confusion regarding vegetarian choices. Other than that, we feel it is a great program. Our son, who is now majoring in Science is a testimony to how good the SARAS program is.

Regards,

M Singhal

I have nothing but gratitude to you for allowing my son the opportunity to participate in the 2010 SARAS. He was quite charged up by many of your presenters – the only thing he did state to me, was that he hoped that there would more hands on opportunities to actually do something with his own hands. The lectures could be complemented with some sort of research opportunities for the kids, if possible. But overall, he came away with a very positive feeling.

I personally enjoyed your playful emails to the kids!

Thanks once again

George Mathew

First, thanks for organizing this tremendous effort.

Second, I was not as involved as I would have liked to be, so my feedback is limited. I know Dana felt that the events were of heterogenous quality and interest, and she reported some of this to you. My general impression was that, as usual, the kids’ capabilities...
were underestimated and they could have been challenged more.
However, there is no question that Dana enjoyed this very much, and it enhanced her appetite for biomedical science. As such, it was very successful. My only other suggestion is that perhaps you could add some opportunities for after-hours social interaction among the students, as well as among their parents.
Thanks again,
Isak

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WE HAD NO COMPUTER AT OUR SUMMER LOCATION AND THIS WENT TO SPAM SO SORRY FOR THE LATE RESPONSE. WE HAVE ONLY JUST RETURNED FROM THE SUMMER AND JUST FOUND YOUR MESSAGE.
ODDLY ENOUGH, MY DAUGHTER LEARNED WHAT BRANCH OF SCIENCE SHE DOES NOT WANT TO PURSUE FROM YOUR COURSE. THERE WERE MANY LECTURES ON WHAT HAPPENS IN A LAB SETTING. WHILE THAT SOUNDED GREAT IN THEORY, SHE BELIEVES AFTER THE LECTURES THAT SHE IS REALLY MORE ATTRACTION TO SURGERY OR THE NEUROSCIENCES. SHE WENT INTO THE COURSE REALLY INTERESTED IN LAB TECHNOLOGY, SO THE LECTURES PRODUCED A RESULT!

ALL IN ALL A GREAT PROGRAM, HAMPERED A BIT BY OUR GREAT DIFFICULTY IN GETTING TO THE FACILITY AS WE WERE COMING FROM WAY EAST IN WATERMILL AND THERE WAS NO PUBLIC TRANSPORT. SHE HAD TO MISS A FEW DAYS AS I COULD NOT GET HER THERE ON A FEW OCCASIONS.

THANKS FOR YOUR DEDICATION TO YOUTH IN THE SCIENCES.
LAUREN PEARLSTONE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MY SON MICHAEL MARCEL HAD A GREAT EXPERIENCE DOING THE SARAS PROGRAM THIS SUMMER. EVERYDAY HE CAME HOME AND DISCUSSED ALL THE INTERESTING TOPICS THAT WERE PRESENTED BY THE SPEAKERS AND WAS ALWAYS EAGER TO RETURN THE NEXT DAY. THIS PROGRAM HAS MADE HIM EVEN MORE INTERESTED IN PURSUING A CAREER WITHIN THE MEDICAL FIELD. WE HAVE ALREADY RECOMMENDED THIS PROGRAM TO OTHERS AND HOPE YOU HAVE ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR NEXT YEAR. THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING.

SINCERELY, JOSEPHINE MARCEL